It’s a long way to go when you don’t know where you’re going. The sad, mysterious
end to KEITH “GURU” ELAM’S life has made clear just how far one of hip-hop’s
most beloved MCs had gotten from his former friends, family and support system.
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SAD NEWS
CAME TO HIP-HOP
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tion and not allowing family to see him. In a
press release, Solar rebutted that Guru’s family members, including Patricia, had in fact visited the rapper in the hospital. And back and
forth they went.
On March 8, Justin posted another clip, this
one stating he had visited his uncle on March
6. But he said there was one list at the hospital for permitted guests and another for those
barred from seeing Guru. He’d also learned
that Solar was listed as Guru’s health-care
agent, giving him the right to make health-care
decisions for Guru should Guru lose the abili-

ty to do so for himself. Justin also stated that,
on the New York State health proxy form, Solar
was listed as Guru’s brother.
#FUCKSOLAR became a trending topic
on Twitter.
On March 18, Solar was ready to clear the
air. He met with XXL at a Dominican restaurant in Uptown Manhattan and revealed that
Guru had entered the hospital of his own volition in mid-February, and also that he had
suffered a cardiac arrest later that month.
According to Solar, Guru then developed an-

oxia, a condition wherein a region of the body
is deprived of oxygen. But Solar was hopeful
for a recovery. “There have been big improvements,” he said. “Facial expressions. He is
mouthing words.” The misinformed reports
bothered him a lot. The #RIPGURU tweets,
especially, were excruciating he said. “I had
to go through 200 e-mails of condolences.
You don’t know what that was like.” And he
stressed that Guru wasn’t in a coma—anoxia has comalike symptoms—and said he was
hesitant to release information because doctors had been less than a hundred percent
sure of the diagnosis. He
confirmed that, upon entering the hospital, Guru had
signed a health-care proxy
document naming Solar his
health-care agent and listing him as his brother. “Guru
made that decision when he
was in sound mind,” he said.
“As much as you and I are
talking now. He did not want
his family involved.” Solar
brushed off critics’ questioning his relationship with Guru.
“Listen, they did it to Jesus,
and we are measuring time
based on that man. I’m just
going through a Jesus situation now.”
DJ Premier visited his former partner in the hospital on
Monday, April 12. He walked
right in, went straight to the elevator and up to Guru’s floor.
No sign-in, no list. Nothing.
“I put on a Gang Starr
T-shirt,” he says. “I put my
Moment of Truth CD in my
pocket—I don’t know why I brought it, but
I just brought it anyway. I just walked right in,
and soon as I saw him—I’m not even a crying
type of guy, and I wasn’t boo-hooing or anything like that—but the tears just started running. It’s like, Damn, man, how did it come to
this? Because we really had a whole bunch
of hopes that we were going to be back to
rocking one day. And when you see the way
he looked, with all the tubes and the tracheotomy stuff in him, and all of that hooked
up to him, it’s like, Wow, this is not what I
expected.”

On April 19, #RIPGURU tweets popped up
again. This time, however, it was not just a rumor. According to an Elam family statement
released on April 21, Guru became hypertensive, due to low blood pressure, that morning
and succumbed to a second cardiac arrest.
Solar released a statement, too, one day
earlier: “The world has lost one of the best
MCs and hip-hop icons of all time—my loyal
best friend, partner and brother, Guru.” Solar
then released a letter that he said was written
by Guru back in January, after doctors had
told him his cancer was terminal. In it, Guru
thanks his fans, requests that Solar “look after” his nine-year-old son, Keith Casim, and,

er.” Former friends and colleagues, however, describe a different rapport between
the two—a destructive, abusive relationship
founded on physical and emotional manipulation. Solar, they claim, held all the power—
both in life and, now, in death.
Guru was born in the Roxbury section of
Boston to Harry and Barbara Elam. They were
a prominent family—Harry was the first Black
judge in the Boston municipal courts. Guru
graduated from Morehouse College in 1983
but ditched graduate school to become a rapper. He had a smooth, powerful tone that commanded the listener’s attention. In 1988, he
teamed with DJ Premier to form Gang Starr.
Together they released six studio albums
and became synonymous with purist New
York boom-bap. But after their 1999 greatesthits album, Full Clip: A Decade of Gang Starr,
Guru and Premier took a break. While Premier
worked with artists such as Jay-Z and Nas,
Guru toiled on his latest Jazzmatazz release
and Baldhead Slick & Da Click. Both albums
tanked. Needless to say, Guru was frustrated
with his career. He was also an alcoholic and
becoming increasingly isolated.
“Nobody in the clique was really Guru’s
friend,” says Big Shug, Guru’s friend since the
1980s. “The only person was probably me. He
almost kept up a façade and was not trusting.

“I took my Gang Starr shirt off,
and I took it and rubbed it against
his body, so he can feel the logo.”
—DJ PREMIER
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the morning of April 19, when Keith “Guru”
Elam died after a yearlong struggle with multiple myeloma cancer. Really, though, fans,
friends and family of the legendary Gang Starr
MC had been in a strange state of mourning and distress since March 1—this is when
many of them first learned he was sick and,
soon after, of the ugly personal strife that kept
him and his friend, caretaker and business
partner John “Superproducer Solar” Mosher
separated from many of the people he was
once close to.
The story went public, as so much information does these days, on Twitter,
when Solar posted a message
stating, “Guru is struggling with
a serious health issue. And we
appreciate all your love and well
wishes. We continue to hold out
hope that Guru will make a full
recovery from this. And ask that
his privacy on this matter be respected. Again thank you for
all your support through this
trying time.” Within hours, the
news had evolved into a rumor
that Guru had in fact died. That
evening, #RIPGURU became a
trending topic on Twitter.
A Tribe Called Quest’s Q-Tip
was first to break the news
that Guru was still alive. “Spoke
to Preemo,” Tip wrote. “He’s
in surgery still keep praying.
He’s still here.” #RIPGURU
became #PRAYFORGURU.
It made sense for Q-Tip
to go to DJ Premier for answers. After all, from 1988 to
2004, Guru and Premier had
recorded together as Gang
Starr. Premier was in touch
with Guru’s father. The morning of March 2,
the website DJ Premier Blog—which is a fan
site, but one approved by Premier—tweeted:
“Guru still in a med induced coma, he’s breathing with machine help.” Apparently, that didn’t
go over well with Solar. Early the next morning,
there was a message posted on his Twitter account: “Solar will be providing the only accurate info on Guru.” That, in turn, didn’t go over
well with Guru’s family. On March 3, Justin
Elam Ruff, son of Guru’s sister, Patricia Elam,
posted a video on YouTube accusing Solar of
withholding information about Guru’s condi-

He stayed a short time. Five, seven minutes, he says, before a nurse came in and
he left. “I just wanted to tell him how much
I loved him, period,” he says. “Whether he
could hear me or not, I know somewhere he
heard me. It was ill. His eyes were almost half
open, and it was like he almost was awake,
but he wasn’t… I took my Gang Starr shirt off,
and I took it and rubbed it against his body, so
he can feel the logo. I knew how much Gang
Starr meant to him. Even if he moved on to
another chapter in his life, I know how much
Gang Starr was important to him. We did way
too much to just completely block it out and
act like it doesn’t exist.”

most shockingly, attacks DJ Premier. “I do not
wish my ex-DJ to have anything to do with my
name, likeness, events, tributes, etc.,” Guru
wrote. “I have instructed my lawyers to enforce this. I had nothing to do with him in life
for over seven years and want nothing to do
with him in death.”
#RIPGURU became #GURUDIDNOTWRITETHATLETTER.
“It’s absolutely false,” Solar told XXL on April
21. “This is Guru’s letter that was prepared to
be released by myself through a publicist to
the world after he passed.”
Who can you believe? It’s essentially
Solar versus everyone. But Solar was Guru’s
closest confidant. Like it or not, Guru hadn’t
spoken to Premier for six years, according
to Premier’s own estimation. He’d disassociated himself from most friends and had a
strained relationship with his family. It’s an
ugly he-said, they-said situation. Solar claims
to be Guru’s “best friend, partner and broth-

People thought him and Premier were friends.
They weren’t friends; they were business associates.” Shug adds: “Guru always felt like he discovered Premier. He didn’t know why people
give Premier all the credit [for Gang Starr’s success], and not him.”
During the Baldhead Slick sessions, Guru
worked with Black Jesus, a rapper from Harlem
6, a local group he worked with from 2000 to
2001. Black Jesus introduced Guru to an aspiring producer. “My friend was like, ‘I know this
producer Solar, who is nice with tracks,’” he remembers. “Solar had a couple of joints…so he
came to the studio.”
Guru and Solar hit it off. But people in
Guru’s circle smelled trouble. “I think Solar
had his own agenda from the beginning,” says
Djehuti Ausar, another member of Harlem 6.
“About six months after he came in, he worked
his way into Guru’s ear and pulled the God
away from us.”
“I ran into him one time,” says longtime as-

Dominican restaurant. “Guru had a healthy
sexual appetite for women.”
Former associates of 7 Grand, however,
agree with the accusations that Solar was
abusive. “I’ve seen Solar hit Guru full on in
the face,” Brownman says. “And the next day,
Guru looked me in the eye and said that he
dropped some weights and hurt himself in
the gym.”
Denham recalls as separate incident: “I had
to get in between them fighting, because Solar
wouldn’t quit,” Denham says. “Guru had severe asthma, and I had to break it up. If I didn’t,
I think Solar would have kept beating him.”
Solar vehemently denies all accusations.
Of controlling Guru: “That is idiotic. He runs
his own affairs.” Brainwashing: “If I had that
ability, I would be in Hollywood and be the
head of a studio.” And physical abuse: “Guru’s
touched me up a few times. We’re brothers—
we roughhouse, we knock around. There has
never been a physical fight. We argue, like any
good friends or business partners. We’ve had
heated arguments, but that’s how far it goes.”
Denham says that, in 2007, Guru reached
a breaking point. “He would say he just wanted to go away and disappear,” she says. “He
wanted to take his son, go to Europe, and
work a regular job, like a mailman. He would
call me and say, ‘I can’t do this anymore.’”
She says Guru also considered moving to
Los Angeles to pursue voice-over work, but
that he was never able to make the move.
“He wanted to leave, but something kept pulling him back. I could only guess it was this
twisted sense of loyalty. Solar had already
broken him down. Guru didn’t even understand his own self-worth anymore.”

“Guru made that decision when he was in sound mind...
He did not want his family involved.”
sociate Freddie Foxxx, referring to Solar, who remained at Guru’s side when Gang Starr reunited for the 2003 album The Ownerz. “I was in a
studio session with Premier. [Solar] was smoking and drinking and talking about how righteous he is. He was so drunk that he was babbling stupidity. I got annoyed, and I checked
him, like, ‘Either shut up or get out.’”
When Gang Starr embarked on a world
tour, the tension within the camp intensified.
“Guru always talked about how he was going to leave the tour,” Big Shug says. “[Guru]
was drinking a little too much, and no one really paid attention to him.”
Guru bottomed out after a March 2003
concert at the Showbox in Seattle. Following
Gang Starr’s set, the clearly inebriated MC aggressively screamed at autograph-seeking
fans. Guru was humiliated by his behavior. “In
Seattle, I lost my patience because I got a little drunk and dissed a couple of kids,” he told
The Source in their August 2003 issue. “There
is a reason for a lot of the disappointments I’ve
had in my life, and alcohol has been related
to all of them. So I’m done.” Guru had failed
in previous attempts at sobriety. This time he
succeeded—with support.
“I helped him get sober,” Solar says.
“When Guru came out of his alcoholic state,
he made some adjustments. Making those
adjustments, he cut certain people out of his
life. He sought out new business partners,
new friendships and a new lifestyle.” Guru
and Solar founded a company together, 7
Grand Records.
Solar grew up in New York City. He majored in communications and computers at
Long Island University and says he left school
after earning an associate’s degree to work
as a junior executive at an actuarial insurance
company. Solar is curt and evasive when filling the holes in his bio. When asked his age,
he responds, “Let me see, how old am I at this
point?” and leaves it at that. (He is 47.)
Guru’s work on 7 Grand—including albums such as, 2005’s Version 7.0: The Street
Scriptures and 2007’s Jazzmatazz, Vol. 4:
The Hip Hop Jazz Messenger: Back to the
Future—didn’t stray too far from Gang Starr’s
sound, until last year’s Guru 8.0: Lost and
Found LP. Rap critics panned the album, primarily for the single “Fastlane,” which featured Guru warbling in Auto-Tune. Solar
blames DJ Premier and Gang Starr associates for the bad reviews. “They have been
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Guru (left) and Solar at the Bon Appetit
Supper Club, Park City, Utah, 2009

doing a viral hatchet job [against me] for
years,” he says. “We have albums that are
considered classics.”
Guru’s music wasn’t the only thing that
changed. In interviews, he exhibited hostility toward his past, bristling when questioned about a possible Gang Starr reunion.
People close to Guru during those years say
that Solar fueled Guru’s negative feelings toward DJ Premier. “Solar tells Guru as often as
possible, ‘Premier is out to get you, he hates
you,’” says Nick “Brownman” Ali, a respected trumpet player who toured with Guru’s
Jazzmatazz band from 2006 to 2009. “This
is the only voice Guru hears, because Solar
has him isolated from every voice. Solar has
turned Guru against all his previous friends.”
Solar says there are valid reasons behind Guru’s falling out with Premier. “The lawyers and agents paid one level of attention to
Premier and one level to Guru,” Solar says.
“I know all of the details: where the money went, the missing money, why Guru was
an alcoholic, the drugs, the setup, the violence—I know it all.”
The “setup” Solar refers to was a January
8, 1999, incident in Richmond Hill, Queens.
According to authorities, at 2:30 a.m., Guru
was ambushed by three masked men after exiting a recording studio. He was pistolwhipped and robbed of a $6,000 diamond-en-

crusted Rolex, a $1,700 gold chain, two diamond pinky rings and a bracelet. “Solar convinced Guru that Premier put a hit on Guru
back in Queens,” says Tasha Denham, a former 7 Grand employee. “He convinced Guru
that Premier had something to do with that.
I believe Guru did believe that.” Premier denies any involvement. “That’s just not my nature,” he says. “That’s just not my style. If I got
a problem, I will deal with you head-on. And
we’ve dealt with each other head-on many
of times. So that couldn’t have come out of
Guru’s mouth. No way. No way!”
Denham was Guru and Solar’s personal
assistant from June 2006 to July 2008. She
says she was fired for refusing to give Solar
the password to her personal e-mail account.
She also says she’s the mother of Solar’s
three-year-old daughter. Denham says Solar
prefers isolating associates from their friends
and family. “Solar tried to alienate me from my
family, as well,” she says. “He said that, because I did something wrong, my mom was
going to get cancer.”
Guru’s sister Patricia feels the same.
“My brother and I were extremely close,”
she says. “Remained that way until he started working with Solar. So I know that Solar’s
presence was the thing that caused our relationship to be different.”
Matt Conaway, of MAC Media, a longtime publicist in the music industry who was
contracted to work for 7 Grand from 2005
to 2006 claims that Solar had “unyielding
power” over Guru. “Guru was always deferring to what Solar wanted, whether or not it
made business or personal sense,” he says.
“I can’t even tell you how many times Guru
told me that Solar was hands down the best
producer in hip-hop. There was no question
in his mind.”
Denham says Guru’s alcoholism is at the
root of his devotion to Solar. “Guru stopped
drinking and credits Solar for saving his life,” she
says. “That is why he has this loyalty to Solar.”
Another rumor scuttling through the
troughs of the Internet suggests that Guru
and Solar were lovers. Jacky Jasper, a rapper who says he booked shows for them,
wrote on his blog that Solar was Guru’s
gay lover and that he was often abusive.
Denham, Brownman, Patricia Elam, Premier
and Solar all deny the alleged homosexual relationship. “That’s untrue, completely unfounded,” Solar told MTV. “We’re straight men. His
groupies had groupies, bro,” Solar said at the
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—SOLAR

Solar says that Guru learned he had cancer last May and was operated on in July.
Still, Guru hit the road on the 8.0 Lost &
Found World Tour. “He was hunched over—
it looked like back pain,” says Brownman. “It
was almost heroic to see him suffer and then
deliver a strong show.” The tour ran through
November.
In February, Guru visited his physician.
“He checked his blood and overall health
and said that he wasn’t doing well and that
he should go to the hospital,” Solar said. (In
his first YouTube video, Justin says Guru entered the hospital on February 2. Solar says
it’s closer to the 11th.) Solar says Guru was
alert, even watching the Winter Olympics and
flirting with nurses before the cardiac arrest—
which took everyone by surprise, he said, including the doctors—and anoxia.
The Elam family doesn’t agree with the
anoxia diagnosis. “He was consistently in a
coma,” says Patricia. “My brother Harry was
in touch with one of the neurologists at the
hospital, and he constantly updated him
on the situation. He never, ever said that he
came out of the coma during that time.”

“I have the medical records and the diagnosis from the doctors,” Solar counters. “I have
the records. This is what it was.”
The Elam family also charges that Solar alerted the media about Guru’s death before calling Guru’s family and that he rushed the body
from the hospital to the funeral home, where
he presented himself as Guru’s brother. Justin
says Guru’s brother, Harry Elam Jr., intervened
through a series of urgent phone calls. On April
22, 2010, Guru’s body was cremated and his
ashes are expected to be delivered to his father.
Meanwhile, the veracity of Guru’s letter is
still disputed, and its fallout is unclear, including the guardianship of Guru’s son. Solar is
unsure if he will become the official guardian,
but says, “I will try with all my heart to be the
father to him.” Patricia hopes this is not the
case. “K.C. has a very good mother, who is
quite capable of raising him,” she says.
Who controls Guru’s share of the Gang
Starr catalogue? Did he leave a will? “That is
what we are trying to find out,” Justin says. “We
have lawyers investigating right now.” Solar
says he has three to five albums’ worth of material in store and that Guru’s life story was recorded for potential book and movie projects.
There is also the matter of Each One Counts
Inc., a charity organization Guru mentioned in
his letter as being “dedicated to carrying on my
charitable work on behalf of abused and disadvantaged children from around the world and
also to educate and research a cure for this terrible disease that took my life.” The hip-hop site
birthplacemag.com investigated and discovered no public information available about the
organization, other than that it is registered under the name of Solar’s wife, Denise Sandoval,
at 119 Rockland Center, No. 328, Nanuet, NY
10954. That address is a UPS store. “The truth
behind the validity of this charity, and its mission, is unclear,” the site’s article concludes.
“And the sense is that it continues to cast Solar,
and Guru’s legacy, in a negative light.”
Through it all, Solar maintains that his relationship with Guru was a positive one and that
his motives are pure. “This is truly two men who
loved each other as brothers and found each
other in life as friends,” he says. “I lost a cherished friend and a brother and a companion.”
The Elam family did, too. And, naturally,
Patricia Elam wonders what she could have
done differently. “A lot of times, Guru would
say to me, ‘This business is cruel; you don’t understand.’ And I didn’t understand, and I wish
I could have,” she says. “I think that he may
have gotten to a place where he felt that he
needed to trust in someone. Solar happened
to be that person. So he trusted him, and he
felt like he had helped him through some difficult times. And for whatever reason, he trusted him. I accepted that. But I can’t accept
how he ultimately handled things. I’m sorry—
I can’t.”
—ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY ROB MARKMAN

